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INSTRUCTIONS 

1   Print mask from PDF download onto 8.5 by 11” paper. 
2   Cut pattern out from paper using sharp scissors. 
3   Lay paper on folded fabric (we are using 100% 
     cotton denim), weigh down. 
4   Trace mask (x1 to get 2 pieces) + strap x 2 
     (to get 4 straps) with chalk, sharpie, or a pen.
5   Cut out with fabric scissors, cutting inside the 
     chalk or pen line. 
6   Now that we have our mask and straps, here is 
      where you can sew a label in (if you are buying 
      a sewing kit, extra labels are included in all kits).
7   Skip to step 8 if you don’t have a label, otherwise
      sew tag in. 
8   Now sew the bottom of the mask together using
      3/8” seam allowance. 
9   Do a top stitch. 
10 Now that our mask is together, time to sew on 
      the straps. 
11  Take 1 strap, and begin by sewing on the wrong 
     side of the mask, make sure to back stick.
12  Keep sewing a straight line, and add the second 
     strap. Repeat on the other side.
13  You’re done! 
14  You can either leave the mask like this, and heat 
     press, dryer heat it, or you can wash it with our 
     washing instructions! 

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

1   Sewing Machine
2   Thread (matching color)
3   Sharp Fabric Scissors & Regular Paper Scissors 
4   Fabric Chalk
5   Large flat surface
6   Weighted Objects (books, shoes, laptops)

NOTES

Not sure how to sew? That’s why we made some 
videos. Access them at AshleyRowe.com

All fabrics have a right and wrong side. When sewing, 
make sure the correct sides face each other. Patterns 
will have designated arrow – line up to the grain line.

AR patterns aren’t perfect. They’re just right. When you 
sew, there may be some fabric leftover. That’s why 
scissors are handy.
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TO WASH 

Well shit. You’ve done it. 

1   Locate a top-loading washing machine. That’s the 
     secret. Use your endless quest for a washing 
     machine to visit your basement, say howdy to your 
     friends, as an excuse to bug your Tinder date, or visit 
     Grandma’s house. If all else fails, take a field trip to 
     your local laundry. 
2   Separate your AR goodies from your normal clothing. 
3   Add ¼ - ½ a cup of fabric softener.  
4   Dry.
5   Wear!!!
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